Generally, Neural Machine Translation models generate target words in a left-to-right (L2R) manner and fail to exploit any future (right) semantics information, which usually produces an unbalanced translation. Recent works attempt to utilize the right-to-left (R2L) decoder in bidirectional decoding to alleviate this problem. In this paper, we propose a novel Dynamic Interaction Module (DIM) to dynamically exploit target semantics from R2L translation for enhancing the L2R translation quality. Different from other bidirectional decoding approaches, DIM firstly extracts helpful target information through addressing and reading operations, then updates target semantics for tracking the interactive history. Additionally, we further introduce an agreement regularization term into the training objective to narrow the gap between L2R and R2L translations. Experimental results on NIST Chinese⇒English and WMT'16 English⇒Romanian translation tasks show that our system achieves significant improvements over baseline systems, which also reaches comparable results compared to the state-of-the-art Transformer model with much fewer parameters of it.
Introduction
In recent years, end-to-end neural machine translation (NMT) models Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Gehring et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) have made promising progress. Generally, NMT decoders generate target words in the left-to-right (L2R) manner conditioned on the previously generated words and fail to access the future (right) predictions, which usually leads to the unbalanced translation. In other words, the left part of the translation seems more reasonable than the right part.
To address the aforementioned issue, rightto-left (R2L) decoding are exploited to enhance the L2R decoding procedure. Rerank-based approaches Sennrich et al., 2016; Hoang et al., 2017) utilize R2L translation models to re-score L2R translations for determining the appropriate translation, but it is difficult for independent decoders to fully exploit target semantics (Zhang et al., 2018a) . Some researchers Zhang et al., 2018b; Hassan et al., 2018) attempt to exploit R2L target semantics through incorporating regularization term into the training objective and neglect deep semanticslevel interactions between decoders. Recently, Zhang et al. (2018a) propose ABDNMT to employ the attention mechanism for extracting target semantics from hidden states of the R2L decoder to guide the L2R generation. However, ABDNMT retrieves all R2L hidden states at each step without recording interaction histories, which may lead to inaccurate attention and limited performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel Dynamic Interaction Module (DIM) to extract useful target semantics from the R2L hidden states to guide the L2R generation through addressing and reading operations. The innovative part in the proposed DIM is the well-designed updating mechanism applied to the R2L hidden states at each decoding step for tracking interaction histories. In this way, the R2L target semantics is dynamically utilized and we expect the DIM to extract more relevant target information with accurate attention distributions. In addition, we integrate an effective agreement regularization based on generated logits of two decoders to narrow the gap between L2R and R2L translations for further enhancing the translation quality.
We validate the effectiveness of our approach on NIST Chinese⇒English and WMT'16 English⇒Romanian translation tasks. Experi-mental results show that our approach respectively surpasses the strong NMT baseline system (RNNSEARCH * ) and the strong bidirectional decoding NMT system (ABDNMT * ) by +3.23 and +1.04 BLEU points on the Chinese⇒English task.
Corresponding improvements on the English⇒Romanian task are +2.25 and +1.02 BLEU points, respectively. It is worth mentioning that this is also a comparable result with the stateof-the-art Transformer model but with much fewer parameters of it. Ablation study further proves the effectiveness of our approach. The attention visualization reflects that the DIM tends to attend the previous un-attended R2L target semantics with more centralized attention distributions.
Background
Given a source sentence x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and a target sentence y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m } , NMT directly models the translation probability as:
where θ is a set of model parameters, y <t = {y 1 , . . . , y t−1 } is a partial translation, f (·) is a non-linear function, and s t is the hidden state of decoder at time step t. c t is calculated by the attention mechanism, highly formulated as c t = Attention(s t−1 , h), which is composed of Address and Read operations as: a t = Address(s t−1 , h)
(2) c t = Read(a t , h)
where a t is an attention weights calculated by a content-based addressing method, h is source annotations produced by the encoder ands t−1 is an intermediate state for computing the attention. Refer to for details.
3 Approach
Model Overview
As shown in Figure 1 , our model mainly includes three components: 1) an encoder with parameter set θ e ; 2) a R2L decoder with parameter set θ r2l ; 3) a L2R decoder with parameter set θ l2r . To be noticed that the L2R decoder generates ultimate and update ← − s (t) to ← − s (t+1) at each L2R decoding step, which is described in Section 3.2. ← − s (t) represents target semantics at decoding step t. Then we concatenate the source context and target semantics as c t = [c l2r t ; c tgt t ] and employ c t for calculating − → s t and predicting − → y t .
Dynamic Interaction Module
Inspired by the neural turing machine (Graves et al., 2014) , the DIM in our model contains three operations: Address, Read and Update. The Address and the Read are the same as they are in the attention mechanism:
Similar to Meng et al. (2016 , the Update operation consists of two specific actions: FOR-GET and ADD. The FORGET action erases the redundant content. Specifically, we use F t vector to control values to be forgotten on each dimension of − → s t−1 and use a tgt t to specifies extents to be erased over different positions of target semantics. Correspondingly, the ADD action determines the complementary current content to be written into target semantics, which utilizes A t vector and a tgt t to control the values and extents over different positions to be written respectively. The Update operation is formalized by:
where W f , W a are parameters of FORGET and ADD actions and σ means the sigmoid function. In this way, the DIM is able to track the interaction histories and dynamically exploit target semantics to extract more relevant target information with accurate attention distributions.
Joint Training with Agreement Regularization
We propose to further introduce joint training with agreement regularization (Liang et al., 2006 (Liang et al., , 2008 Cheng et al., 2015) into our model. The motivation is to enhance the translation consistency between the R2L decoder and the L2R decoder. We compute the L2 loss between generated logits rather than hidden states of two decoders as the agreement term due to logits contain more direct prediction information than hidden states. Formally, given parameters θ e , θ r2l , θ l2r and training data D = {(x, y)}, the training objective function is as follows: L = max 1 |D| <x,y> log(p( ← − y |x; θ e , θ r2l )) + log(p( − → y |x; θ e , θ r2l , θ l2r )) − L2(
where ← − E and − → E are generated logits of the R2L decoder and the L2R decoder, respectively.
Experiments

Setup
We conduct experiments on NIST Chinese⇒English (Zh⇒En) and WMT'16 English⇒Romanian (En⇒Ro) translation tasks. For Zh⇒En, the training data consists of 1.25M sentence pairs extracted from the LDC corpora. We choose MT02 dataset as the valid set and MT03-MT06 datasets as test sets. For En⇒Ro, we use the preprocessed version of WMT'16 dataset released by Lee et al. (2018) that comprises 0.6M sentence pairs. We use newsdev2016 as the valid set and newstest2016 as the test set. We adopt the multi-bleu.pl script to calculate BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) .
There are three baselines in our experiments: 1) RNNSEARCH * : Our in-house implementation of RNNSearch , which is augmented by combining recent advanced techniques 1 ; 2) ABDNMT * : Our in-house implementation of ABDNMT (Zhang et al., 2018a ) based on the strong NMT baseline RNNSEARCH * ; 3)Transformer: The state-of-the-art NMT model based on self attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) . To ensure a fair comparison, we employ the same settings 1 for RNNSEARCH * , ABDNMT * and our model. We use base model implemented in fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) for Transformer. Table 1 shows results on the NIST Zh⇒En translation task. Our model achieves +3.23 BLEU improvements over RNNSEARCH * , which proves exploiting R2L target semantics can effectively enhance the L2R translation quality. ABDNMT * is a strong bidirectional decoding baseline that surpasses ABDNMT by +4.75 BLEU on average due to advanced techniques. Our model can still surpass ABDNMT * by +1.04 BLEU on average, which proves the effectiveness of our method. Besides, our model surpasses the Transformer model by +1.10 BLEU points with only 63% parameters compared to it (56.36M vs. 90.64M). Table 2 shows results on WMT'16 En⇒Ro translation task. Our model also outperforms RNNSEARCH * and ABDNMT * notably by +2.25 BLEU and +1.02 BLEU respectively. Compared to Transformer, it yields a gain of +0.84 BLEU with only 68% parameters of it (42.32M vs. 62.05M). It proves that our approach can also achieve remarkable gains in other language pairs. 
Results on NIST Chinese⇒English
Results on WMT'16 English⇒Romanian
Ablation Study
We perform an ablation study on the Zh⇒En valid set to validate the effect of each module. As shown in Table 3 , removing agreement regularization or Update operation both decrease the BLEU score but it's still higher than ABDNMT * , which proves these two modules are both useful to improve the translation quality. Removing the whole DIM causes a heavy decrease in BLEU scores, which demonstrates the DIM can effectively improve the performance.
Attention Visualization
We choose an example to visualize the attention alignment scores between the R2L decoder and the L2R decoder. As Figure 2 shows, ABDNMT * tends to generate a disperse attention distribution (a) ABDNMT * (b) Our Model Figure 2 : A visualization example of attention between the R2L decoder and the L2R decoder. The x-axis represents the corresponding R2L translation of target semantics and the y-axis represents the L2R translation. The higher the relevance, the whiter the grayscale. Figure 3 : The BLEU scores (%) on the merged test sets with respect to different source sentences lengths.
and sometimes attends to the parts that have been translated. However, our model can always produce a high attention score near the diagonal and focus more on the part to translate. We also observe that both models keep focus on the first token of R2L translation ('.' in this example) during the whole decoding procedure, which indicates it has more information to attend.
About Length
To evaluate our model's ability on different sentence lengths, we merge four test sets and test BLEU scores according to different source sentence lengths. As Figure 3 shows, our model always yields higher BLEU scores than RNNSEARCH * and ABDNMT * , even on long source sentences. It indicates that our method can effectively explore R2L target semantics to improve L2R translation.
Conclusion
We propose a novel mechanism to improve bidirectional decoding with dynamic target semantics. Experimental results show our method achieves remarkable improvements over our baselines. It also indicates our model can track the interaction histories and lead to more accurate attention distribution. Recently a synchronous decoding approach proposed by Zhang et al. (2019) achieves promising results and we plan to integrate their method into our model for further exploration in the future study.
